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Determination of energetics and kinetics from single-particle
intermittency and ensemble-averaged fluorescence intensity decay
of quantum dots
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Quantification of energetics and kinetics for the band-edge exciton states of quantum dots and the
long-lived dark state is important for better understanding of the underlying mechanism for
single-particle intermittency and ensemble fluorescence intensity decay. Based on a multistate
diffusion-reaction model by extending our previous studies, we analyze experimental data from
ensemble measurements and fluorescence intermittency of single quantum dots and determine
important molecular-based quantities such as Stokes shift, free energy gap, activation energy,
reorganization energy, and other kinetic parameters. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2227394�
I. INTRODUCTION

Recent development of nanofabrication techniques1–3

and single-molecule spectroscopy4,5 has opened a new realm
of research and has offered many potential applications of
these low-dimensional materials. Taking semiconductor
nanocrystals, or quantum dots �QDs�, as an example, prop-
erties such as tunable band-edge emission, very narrow line-
width, and large quantum yield have presented potential ap-
plications in optoelectronic devices1–3 and biological
labeling.6

There are intensive studies of photophysical properties
of QDs such as band-edge exciton states,7–11

intermittency,12–23 and theoretical modeling.24–32 Other than
semiconductor nanoparticles, intermittency has also been ob-
served in single-enzyme activity of biomolecules33,34 and in
single organic chromophores embedded in a matrix.35,36

Some of those reactions do not necessarily involve electron
transfer. Details of the underlying mechanism for these pre-
vailing phenomena, the power-law behavior, and the elec-
tronic states involved in single-particle fluorescence intermit-
tency remain not fully understood.

Although an explanation can be given for the power-law
intermittency based on a diffusion-reaction model,29,30 there
are some important physical quantities that could not be ex-
tracted from these short-time data alone, such as the nature
of the light and dark states and their energy gap. In power-
law studies of single QDs, the blinking statistics P�t� for
either “light” or “dark” events was measured between 1 ms
and 100 s. Ensemble studies, in which fluorescence intensity
�I�t�� can be measured at much longer times �104 s or much
longer23�, can be used to obtain complementary information
not readily accessible from single-QD studies.

Building upon our previous work that assumed a two-
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state model,31 we now include in this study a more elaborate
model that includes the relevant band-edge exciton states,
such as “light exciton,” “dark exciton,” and long-lived dark
QD states and their roles in blinking. In this work we prima-
rily focus on the normal diffusion case. Extension to anoma-
lous diffusion29 could be made to address other power-law
and ensemble behaviors. In our previous treatment,31 for
simplicity we neglected the Stokes shift effects. These effects
are not that small for some QDs. For example, as will be
illustrated in this study of bare QDs without a ZnS shell, the
Stokes shift is needed to provide a reasonably good fit to the
data of Chung and Bawendi.23 As before, we also analyze
existing data from different experiments on ensemble mea-
surements and single-particle intermittency studies but now
are able to extract Stokes shift and to compare it with the
known value.8 With the improved model, we correct the val-
ues for the free energy gap between the light and dark states,
the activation energy, and reorganization energy, so supple-
menting our earlier parameter list of the extracted
quantities.31 As in our previous treatments, the electronic
coupling is assumed to be weak so that the energy-level
crossing between two parabolic potentials has a cusplike
crossing, instead of a round-top crossing. A step toward ad-
dressing the round-top-crossing case will be explored in the
Appendix.

II. THE DIFFUSION-CONTROLLED ELECTRON
TRANSFER MODEL AND THE RELEVANT
ELECTRONIC STATES

Under continuous illumination, each QD in an ensemble
is assumed to involve slow electron transfer �blinking� pro-
cesses between a pair of light and dark states. More specifi-
cally, the dark state �D� of Fig. 1�a� or �2� in Fig. 1�b� is
considered to be a long-lived dark state which can last for
hours or longer in the dark.23 Such a long lifetime indicates
that �2� is weakly coupled electronically to the ground state
�0� and to the light state �1�. For example, �2� may be a triplet

state, consisting of a positive core charge and a trapped sur-
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face state for the electron. In a different model by Frantsuzov
and Marcus,32 deeply trap states with an Auger mechanism is
assumed.

We consider �F2� in Fig. 1�a� or �1� in Fig. 1�b� as a
neutral dark exciton state,7–10 which has a total angular mo-
mentum projection J of ±2 and is optically inactive.7–10

There are several optically active states with similar oscilla-
tor strength for a radius of 25 Å, such as the lowest light
exciton state �F1� and two other higher lying states �A1� and
�A0�.8,9 These band-edge exciton states �A0�, �A1�, �F1�, and
�F2� in Fig. 1�a� are denoted in Refs. 8 and 9 as �0U�, �±1U�,
�±1L�, and �±2�, respectively. We use �3� in Fig. 1�b� to rep-
resent collectively all these optically active states. A rapid
population recycling mechanism is induced by continuous
photoexcitation �W�108 s−1 at 2 kW/cm2 �Ref. 10�� and the
fast thermal process �th �or �A and �B� between �3� and �1�
�Fig. 1�. For a QD with a radius of 25 Å, the averaged gap
�E between �3� and �1� is about 10 meV �Refs. 8 and 9� and
is dependent on size and shape.8–11 Although �1� �or �F2�� is a
dark exciton state in nature, the fast population recycling
among �1�, �0�, and other optically active states ��A1�, �A0�,
and �F1�� makes this state appear light in the relevant time
scale of usual intermittency measurements �greater than mil-
liseconds�. For these reasons, �1� is referred here as a light
state.

In this model, diffusion is light driven and so electron

FIG. 1. �a� Schematic representation of the band-edge exciton structure of
QDs. �b� Simplified scheme of relevant states for intermittency. The slow
stochastic hopping between �2� and �1� represents the blinking processes.
Initial population at the ground state �0� is first pumped by light to excited
states �at W�108 s−1 for 2 kW/cm2�, followed by rapid nonradiative relax-
ation �	1012 s−1� to low-lying “light exciton” state �3� which establishes by
thermal processes ��A�1010 s−1� a quasiequilibrium with the “dark exciton”
state �1�. Decay �1 from �1� to �0� is nonradiative ��106 s−1� and fluores-
cence decay �0 from �3� to �0� occurs in �108 s−1.
transfer �ET� occurs even at cryogenic temperatures. For the
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charged dark state �2�, due to fast Auger relaxation from the
higher excited dark states �Fig. 1�, its diffusion is slower and
could have a light-independent component.23 In single-QD
intermittency measurements, Pon�t� or Poff�t� represents the
rate of change of the survival probability of a QD to remain
in the light or dark state. In calculating Pon�t� or Poff�t�, one
only needs to consider either the forward or the reverse ET
rate equation. However, �I�t�� represents overall light QDs in
an ensemble in which each QD may have gone through nu-
merous blinking cycles and is indistinguishable from the
other. To describe �I�t�� of the ensemble-averaged fluores-
cence decay, one needs to use coupled rate equations includ-
ing both forward and reverse transitions. We consider the
following equations for populations among four states ��0�,
�1�, �2�, and �3�� in Fig. 1�b�, where the reaction between �1�
and �2� is diffusion controlled. The following rate equations
for the four states in Fig. 1�b� are an extension to the previ-
ous two-state equations:31

�

�t
�0�Q,t� = �0�3�Q,t� + �1�1�Q,t� − W�0�Q,t� ,

�

�t
�3�Q,t� = �B�1�Q,t� + W�0�Q,t� − ��A + �0��3�Q,t� ,

�1�
�

�t
�1�Q,t� = �A�3�Q,t� − ��B + �1��1�Q,t� + L1�1�Q,t�

−
2��Vex�2

�
��U12�Q����1�Q,t� − �2�Q,t�� ,

�

�t
�2�Q,t� = L2�2�Q,t� −

2��Vex�2

�
��U12�Q����2�Q,t�

− �1�Q,t�� .

Assuming a slow ET rate and weak electronic coupling, one
can solve and simplify the first three equations in Eq. �1� by
Laplace transformation. Defining s as a variable in the
Laplace transform domain, �̄0�s� and �̄3�s� can be expressed
in terms of �̄1�s�,

	s + �1 + �B −
�A��B�s + W� + W�1�
s�W + �0 + �A� + W�A


�̄1�Q,s�

= L1�̄1�Q,s� −
2��Vex�2

�
��Q − Qc���̄1�Q,s� − �̄2�Q,s��

+ �1,eff�Q,0�
�2�

s�̄2�Q,s� = L2�̄2�Q,s� −
2��Vex�2

�
��Q − Qc���̄2�Q,s�

− �̄1�Q,s�� ,

where Lk is the diffusion operator Lk���2 /�L,k��� /�Q�
��� /�Q+�Uk�Q� /kBT�Q�. In this study we consider a blink-
ing process �diffusion reaction between �1� and �2�� much
slower than other rate processes. Assuming a fast population

recycling among �0�, �3�, and �1�, Eq. �2� can be reduced
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approximately to a two-state rate equation involving only
�1�s� and �̄2�s� as

s�̄1�Q,s� − �1�Q,0� � L1,eff�̄1�Q,s� − A1��Q − Qc�

���̄1�Q,s� − �̄2�Q,s�� ,

�3�
s�̄2�Q,s� = L2,eff�̄2�Q,s� − A2��Q − Qc���̄2�Q,s�

− �̄1�Q,s�� .

Here, we define Lk,eff�
kLk, �Vk�2�
k�Vex�2, 
1

�W�A / �W��A+�B+�1�+�0�B+�1�0+�1�A�, 
2�1, Vex

the electronic coupling, Ak�
k�2� /���Vex�2 /
����U12�Q�� /�Q�Q=Qc

, and 1/�k�
k /�L,k. A fast population
recycling among �0�, �3�, and �1� has thus led to an effective
population 
1 for �1� at t	10−6 s �1/�1 and 1/W�. In this
diffusion-controlled electron transfer �DCET� model, diffu-
sion in energy space on two parabolic potentials �Fig. 2� is
light driven. Qc is the energy-level crossing point of two
potentials with U12�Qc�=0, where U1�Q�=��Q−Q0,1�2 /2,
U2�Q�=��Q−Q0,2�2 /2+�G0, � the force constant with
��2=kBT at room temperature, �G0 the free energy gap, and
�=��Q0,1−Q0,2�2 /2 the reorganization energy.

We consider here normal diffusion which has been
shown to yield t−3/2 power-law intermittency,29 a value close
to the observations by Chung and Bawendi,23 whose pioneer-
ing work is the focus of the present treatment. In their en-
semble measurements23 of �I�t�� QDs are initially in dark-
ness, presumably in the ground state. When light
illumination was stopped after each cycle of �I�t�� measure-
ments, the intensity recovered its full intensity after a long
period �8000 s� until starting the next measurement cycle.
Thus, we assume that QDs are in �0� initially in thermal
equilibrium prior to each cycle of light illumination. Due to
fast population recycling described above and the presence
of a Stokes shift8 between �3� and �1�, the excited population
distribution is centered at Q0,3 rather than at Q0,1, the lowest
point of U1�Q�. Here, an initial distribution of QDs in �1� is
assumed to have a Stokes shift as shown in Fig. 2�b�, after


the initial transient period, �1�Q ,0�= �1/ 2�kBT /��

kBT�, �1 and �2 are the nonadiabatic forward and reverse ET
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�exp�−��Q−Q0,0�2 /2kBT�, where Q0,0 is the center position

for the distribution. The normalized intensity �Ī�s�� can be
derived from Eq. �3�,

�Ī�s�� � �
−



dQ�1�Q,s� =
1

s
�

−



dQ�1�Q,0�

−

�
−



dQA1Ḡ1�Qc,Q;s��1�Q,0�

s�1 + A1Ḡ1�Qc,Qc;s� + A2Ḡ2�Qc,Qc;s��
, �4�

where Green’s function Ḡk�Q ,Q� ;s� satisfies sḠk�Q ,Q� ;s�
¯

FIG. 2. �a� Diffusion on the parabolic potential surfaces for �1� and �2�
across a sink Qc at the energy-level crossing governs the intermittency phe-
nomenon. �b� Time evolution of an initial population profile centered at Q0,0

in �1� and a steady-state distribution at long times between �1� and �2�.
Relation of forward/reverse ET activation energy �EA,1 /EA,2�, reorganization
energy ���, and free energy gap ��G0� to two parabolas is illustrated.
−Lk,effGk�Q ,Q� ;s�=��Q−Q��. One has more specifically
�Ī�s�� =
1

s
−

�1�
0



dt exp�− st − 2�1�1��1 + � exp�− t/�1�2 − 1���

s�1 + A1Ḡ1�Qc,Qc;s� + A2Ḡ2�Qc,Qc;s��
, �5�
where ���Q0,1−Q0,0� / �Qc−Q0,1� and the Stokes shift �
=�2EA,1 /2. The steady-state intensity Ieq is given by

Ieq = lim
s→0

s�̄1�s� =

2�2


1�1 + 
2�2
=

1

1 + 
1e−�G0/kBT
, �6�

where lims→0 sḡk�s�=
k�k, 
k�k��Ak /2��k
2�exp�−EA,k /
reaction rates with activation energies EA,1= ��+�G0�2 /4�
and EA,2= ��−�G0�2 /4�, and

�k�k = EA,k/2kBT, 2�1�1 − 2�2�2 = �G0/kBT . �7�

The relation of EA,1, EA,2, �, and �G0 to the parabolic poten-
tials is illustrated in Fig. 2.

When the electronic coupling is sufficiently large and the

effective potential near the energy-level crossing has a round
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top as illustrated in Fig. 3�a�, in such a regime the exact
analytic Green’s function solution for such an effective po-
tential in the DCET model is not available, and a numerical
approach has to be employed. A step toward treating this
problem is given in the Appendix.

III. DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we analyze the existing data from several
experiments by Bawendi’s group to extract a number of
molecular-based parameters.

To evaluate �I�t�� from Eq. �5�, a standard numerical
inverse Laplace transform method was used and was de-
scribed previously.31 More expansion terms may be needed
for a larger � or �k. Some calculated curves for �I�t�� are
illustrated in Fig. 4 to show how kinetic and energetic vari-
ables control the temporal behavior of �I�t��.

Using Eq. �5� we analyzed and fitted the experimental
data for CdSe QDs, taken from Fig. 3�c� of Ref. 23, mea-
sured at room temperature and at about 2 kW/cm2. Based on
the photoabsorption cross section for QDs with an 18 Å
radius37 and extrapolated to 25 Å, one has W�1.1
�108 s−1. With kBT�25 meV, �E�10 meV,8,9 �A /�B

�1.5,10 �A�1010 s−1, �0�5�107 s−1, and �1�106 s−1,10

one has 
1�0.5. From the analysis of the �I�t�� data and the
fitted �1 from Pon�t�, taken from Fig. 2�a� of Ref. 23, some
useful parameters can be extracted for the CdSe sample �Fig.
5�a�� and the other CdSe sample with a ZnS shell �Fig. 5�b��.
A list of the extracted physical parameters is given in Table
I.38 The Stokes shift, defined as the energy difference be-
tween the peak of band-edge absorption and the peak of full
luminescence according to a study by Efros et al.,8 is about
40–50 meV for QDs with a radius of 20–30 Å and is com-
parable to the value extracted from �I�t��. A similar table of
parameters was shown in our earlier work,31 but those pa-
rameters were estimated for CdSe QDs with a ZnS shell only
assuming the Stokes shift is negligible. The table of this
study also contains parameters for CdSe without a shell.
Here, an experimental value for 1 /�1 from the observed
bending tail was used and the band-edge exciton states of
Figs. 1�a� and 1�b� were taken into consideration. Because
diffusion and energetics are sensitive to experimental condi-
tions, more accurate determination of a consistent set of
these parameters requires systematic measurements of QDs
under the same conditions of light intensity, temperature,
size, and material composition. At present, the measurements
were performed at different conditions and on different
samples rather than all on the same system.

In addition to spectral diffusion induced by energy
fluctuation,9 slow variations in fluorescence intensity level of
the “on” periods and the decay time to the dark state were
reported.25 Such variations could result from fluctuations in
the energy gap �E between �1� and �F1�, �A1�, or �A0� �Fig.
1�. Because the quasiequilibrium population ratio depends on
�E, when �E fluctuates the fluorescence intensity of the on
level and the transition time constant can also change. In our
earlier work,29 two regimes, rather than one, of a power law
were predicted. At times much shorter than the time constant

−1/2 −3/2
tc, one has a t regime that changes to a t regime at
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FIG. 3. �a� Effective potential energy surfaces W�Q� and U�Q� for �1� and
�2� when the electronic coupling is net negligibly small. The lower potential
W�Q� near the crossing has a round top and the electron transfer reactions
become a Kramers-type reaction. �b� The “on” event blinking statistics
Pon�t� showing a t−3/2 power law and an exponential tail at long times. The
time unit for the x axis is 1 /�L. �c� Semilog plot of �I�t�� which approaches
an equilibrium value Ieq at longer times. In the simulations, �G0 /kBT=−2,
� /kBT=4, and Vex/kBT=0.1 were used with 1000 discrete points over a span
of 10 for q.
o AIP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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times much greater than tc. The value of tc is presently un-
known. The fitting of experimental data in Fig. 5 is not sen-
sitive to the choice of tc as long as tc	100 s. If one picks a
Vex on the order of 100 meV, using tc,k

�2�kBT�2 /�2�k�Vk�4 from our earlier work,31 one can show
that the inequality relation for tc is satisfied with such a Vex

which corresponds to a tc�1 fs. Therefore, the t−1/2 regime
for t� tc is unobservable. The value for Vex cannot be deter-
mined from our analysis of the data of Chung and
Bawendi.23 Its determination and the question about the dis-
tance between the electron and hole in the trap state have to
rely on other means that remain to be explored. The corner-
stone of our model is the diffusion-controlled reaction, and
the t−3/2 power-law behavior in fluorescence intermittency of
single QDs is a consequence of slow diffusion in energy
space.

The following consequences are expected for the DCET

FIG. 4. �a� Semilog plot of �I�t�� for various Stokes shift parameter �. A
large positive � represents an initial population profile further away from the
energy-level crossing point. It causes the bending of �I�t�� from the plateau
to start later in time. �b� Semilog plot of �I�t�� for various diffusion corre-
lation times �1 and �2. These parameters control the bending time of �I�t��
from the initial plateau and the relaxation time for �I�t�� to approach an
equilibrium value Ieq.
model and await further direct experimental tests.
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�1� According to Eq. �7�, the bending rate �k is predicted to
increase linearly with light intensity W. Because the
diffusion is light induced for the light QDs, according
to the observation of Empedocles and Bawendi,16 1 /�k

FIG. 5. �a� Semilog plot of experimental �I�t�� vs the fitted curve. CdSe QDs
with no shell. �b� Experimental �I�t�� vs the fitted curve for CdSe QDs with
a ZnS shell.

TABLE I. A list of estimated physical parameters.

Parameters CdSe CdSe �ZnS�

1/�1 �s� 3.3 8
�G0 �Free energy gap� �meV� −53 −41

� �Stokes shift� �meV� 48 43
EA,1 �“light-to-dark” activation energy� �meV� 33 44
EA,2 �“dark-to-light” activation energy� �meV� 86 85

� �reorganization energy�a �meV� 226 or 12 250 or 7
�1

�light-state diffusion correlation time�b �s�
2 7

�2

�dark-state diffusion correlation time� �s�
35 150

aTwo possible solutions exist for � from a quadratic equation, corresponding
to the ”normal” and ”inverted” regimes.
bThis time at room temperature is much shorter than the times obtained at

10 K–40 K from spectral diffusion data �given in Table I of Ref. 30�.
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is linearly proportional to the light intensity W. At
much higher intensity, however, saturation and genera-
tion of multiexcitons can complicate the linear depen-
dence. The dependence of diffusion for QDs in the dark
is less studied and may have a weaker dependence.

�2� The breakdown of the power law for Poff�t� would oc-
cur as Pon�t�, but at a later time than Pon�t�. At very
long times the power law for both on and “off” events
should change to an exponential decay. According to
Table I a bending in Poff�t� for CdSe of 25 Å is ex-
pected to occur by 100 s at room temperature, at a light
intensity of 2 kW/cm2. A bending for Poff�t� has not
been reported, but its existence is supported by the ob-
servation that �I�t�� reaches a steady state at about 103 s
�Fig. 5�.

�3� The ratio of steady-state fluorescence intensity and the
intensity after the initial transient period of an ensemble
system is given by Ieq=1/ �1+
1e−�G0/kBT�. This ratio
depends on light intensity W through the population
factor 
1�W�A / �W��A+�B+�1�+�0�B+�1�0+�1�A�,
and so a reduction in light intensity should make Ieq

increase. At a much higher light intensity, due to com-
plication of possible multiexciton generation, �I�t��
may differ from the quasistretched exponential behav-
ior exhibited in Fig. 4.

This study and our previous reports29–31 are based on a
model with photoinduced spectral diffusion and diffusion-
controlled electron transfer for QDs. Several of the conse-
quences of the DCET model can be put to further tests.

�1� According to our previous analysis of spectral diffusion
data,29 the second moment follows �2�t� /�2�0�=1
−exp�−t /�1�. Because 1/�k is linearly proportional to
the light intensity W, a similar dependence of �2�t� is
expected on a universal variable of energy density, i.e.,
Wt, in accordance with the earlier experiments.16

�2� The power-law behavior for Pon�t�, like the spectral
diffusion, should also follow a similar power-law de-
pendence on an universal variable of energy density at
lower light intensity. At a much higher intensity, satu-
ration and multiexciton can complicate such a universal
dependence.

�3� For QDs with negligible Stokes shift, treated
previously,31 a universal dependence is expected for the
exponent and time constant on several kinetic and en-
ergetic parameters in the stretched exponential decay fit
to ensemble-averaged fluorescence intensity. Such a
simple universal dependence is expected to break down
when Stokes shift effects are included. Further studies
are required to examine how much the universal rela-
tionship is affected.

IV. CONCLUSION

As illustrated in the present study and our earlier
work,29–31 the diffusion-controlled electron transfer model is
shown to yield power-law intermittency for single QDs and a

quasistretched exponential decay for ensemble-averaged
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fluorescence decay. Both single-particle and ensemble mea-
surements are needed to provide a more complete picture for
the underlying mechanism, and these data were analyzed to
extract physical parameters. By including a Stokes shift ef-
fect in the DCET model, we obtained better fits to both sets
of experimental data for CdSe QDs with and without a ZnS
shell. Without the Stokes shift effect, i.e., �=0, the fit was
poor, as illustrated in Fig. 5�a�. The roles of various band-
edge exciton states and a long-lived dark state in intermit-
tency are included, and a molecular-based model serves to
link the ensemble-averaged fluorescence intensity decays to
single QDs intermittency. In this study, we focused on the
data analysis of CdSe QDs. These samples23 show a power-
law intermittency with an exponent close to −3/2, an ideal
case where complications due to anomalous diffusion can be
neglected.

Although the present work focuses on the normal diffu-
sion case that leads to a power law with an exponent of
−3/2, the anomalous diffusion case with a different exponent
has been studied previously.29 The extension of Eq. �1� to the
anomalous diffusion can be made by replacing the diffusion
operator Lk by an operator involving a time-dependent diffu-
sion constant. The inclusion of anomalous diffusion changes
the exponent of the power-law blinking in single QDs and
also affects the exponent of the quasistretched exponential
decay for the ensemble fluorescence intensity. The details
have been addressed in another work.39

The blinking phenomenon in single quantum dots has
also been observed in enzyme activity of single
biomolecules33,34 and other single organic molecules.35,36

This activity could be modeled as Kramers-type potential as
illustrated in the Appendix. However, the details about
diffusion-controlled reactions in these systems remain to be
explored.

We have determined relevant parameters such as the free
energy gap the Stokes shift, the activation energy for both
“light-to-dark” and “dark-to-light” reactions, the reorganiza-
tion energy, and other kinetic parameters. One key entity
remains unspecified is the electronic coupling Vex which
needs to be determined by other means. Quantification of the
molecular-based parameters improves the understanding of
the underlying mechanism and the roles of band-edge exci-
ton structure in intermittency of single QDs and ensemble-
averaged fluorescence decay.
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APPENDIX: TREATMENT OF THE DCET MODEL
INVOLVING AN EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL
WITH A ROUND TOP NEAR THE CROSSING

The effective potential W�Q�, as illustrated in Fig. 3�a�,
is due to mixing of two harmonic potentials U1�Q� and
U2�Q� by the electronic coupling Vex, where U1�Q�=��Q
+Q0�2 /2, U2�Q�=��Q−Q0�2 /2+�G0, � the force constant
with ��2=kBT at room temperature, �G0 the free energy
gap, and �=2�Q0

2 the reorganization energy. Due to such a
mixing, two effective potentials, the lower potential W�Q�
and the upper potential U�Q�, are obtained,

W�Q� =
U1�Q� + U2�Q�

2
−�U1�Q� − U2�Q�

2
�2

+ Vex
2 ,

U�Q� =
U1�Q� + U2�Q�

2
+�U1�Q� − U2�Q�

2
�2

+ Vex
2 .

�A1�

The reaction coordinate Qc for the round top near the energy-
level crossing is defined as �W�Q� /�Q=0 at Q=Qc, and Qc

can be approximated by

Qc �
Q0�G0

� −4Vex
2 + �U1 − U2�2� Q0�G0

� − 2Vex
�2

. �A2�

The diffusion equation involving such an effective po-
tential W�Q� can be written as

�

�t
��Q,t� =

�2

�L

�

�Q
	 �

�Q
+

1

kBT

�W�Q�
�Q


��Q,t� . �A3�

By defining a dimensionless variable q for the reaction coor-
dinate with q=Q /� and a dimensionless potential w�q�
=W�Q� /kBT, one can express Eq. �A3� as

�

�t
��q,t� =

1

�L

�2

�q2��q,t� +
��q,t�

�L

�2

�q2w�q�

+
1

�L

�w�q�
�q

�

�q
��q,t� . �A4�

The diffusion-controlled reaction in the lower W-shaped po-
tential W�Q� is essentially equivalent to the Kramers
reaction.40 Because w�q� is no longer a harmonic potential,
Green’s function for the above diffusion equation cannot be
obtained in a simple analytic form. A numerical approach
using the finite element method with sufficient lattice points
can be used to solve the diffusion equation.

If the mixing due to the electronic coupling is strong, the
states near the round top actually represent a quantum mix-
ture between the light and the dark states. Subtleties as to
how to clearly define a light or dark state around the top will
not be treated here, but any treatment would note that the
usual bin time �10−2 s or greater� is large. For simplicity, we
neglect the possibility of recrossing to the upper states; we
simply define the light state �or the dark state� to the left �or
right� of the round top of the W-shaped potential. One can
then define the single-particle blinking statistics Pon�t� and

Poff�t� as

Downloaded 25 Aug 2006 to 131.215.225.156. Redistribution subject t
Pon�t� � −
d

dt
�

−

qc

dq��q,t�, Poff�t� � −
d

dt
�

qc



dq��q,t� ,

�A5�

and an initial population ��q−qc� is assumed at the round top
qc=Qc /� defined in Eq. �A2�. The blinking statistics P�t� is
equivalent to the probability flux at the round top of the
Kramers potential. In addition, due to a priori information in
single QDs as explained in our previous work,30 to treat
blinking statistics of single QDs the usual Zusman rate equa-
tions need to be decoupled, i.e., for Pon�t� there is no need to
include the reverse electron transfer from the dark state back
to the light state. The transitions around the round top be-
tween the upper and lower states due to quantum mixing are
neglected. Similarly, in treating the Kramers-type reaction, to
guarantee no reverse reaction one can add a fast decay term
to those populations in the dark states �in the right half of the
W-shaped potential�. Some simulated results for Pon�t� with
various energetic and coupling parameters are illustrated in
Fig. 3�b�, showing the t−3/2 power law as also obtained for
the DCET model with two harmonic potentials in the previ-
ous studies.30 The major difference is that the t−1/2 regime at
very short time in the previous DCET model is absent here.

To calculate the time evolution of the fluorescence inten-
sity �I�t�� for the light state, one solves Eq. �A3� or �A4� with
an initial Boltzmann population in the light state. The simu-
lated results using the sixth order Runge-Kutta method with
discrete lattice points in q are illustrated in Fig. 3�c�, show-
ing an equilibrium intensity reached at times much longer
than �L. These results for Kramers-type reaction are similar
to those obtained previously by the DCET model.31
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